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Bulldog Fans Looking
Hopefully Toward State
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Note Book
Tuesday morning I walked into
the News office as weak as a kitten and looked like a haint, and
feeling worse. I scared all the help
almost to death, I looked so gaunt.
I told them that all I wanted to
do was open the mail, go home and
go back to bed. It must have been
the hand of the Lord that put my
trembling hand to the first news
release on the stack. It was from
the Department of Public Information with a dateline, Frankfort,
Ky. The first paragraph read:
"The Kentucky State Health Department has made it official—
the sickness that has affected some
75,000 Kentuckians during the
past few weeks is Asian flu." I
praised the Lord for that. Here I
was thinking I had ben -ben, the
bubonic plague, encephalitis all in
one fell swoop.

seen in the Regina -,l tourney from
Paducah Tilghman, recent winner
over Princeton Dotson—one of the
top-rated teams in the State—,
the St. Mary's team, previous winner over Fulton and 2-point loser
to Tilghman in three overtimes in
the District tourney, and the
Lowes Blue Devils, tournament
favorite.

Edward T. Breathitt III recently celebratea his fourth birthday by
blowing out all the candles. Looking on are his dad, Ned Breathitt,
who is seeking the Democratic nomination for governor; Mrs. Breathitt and sisters, Linda 11; Mary Fran, 12, and Susan, 6. The birthday
party took place in Louisville after a political rally.

Court Ruling Would Eliminate Jobs Of
Many Railroaders On Local IC Division
About 100 men along the St.
Louis division of the Illinois Central Railroad would lose their jobs
if the Nation's railroads are successful in eliminating what they
call, "featherbedding" jobs on
their systems. The salaries of
these men average about $7500 a
year. Many of these employees
are residents of Fulton. But, one
local railroader told the News, "it
will be rrlore than nine months
before anything happens, if anything ever happens. These jobs
are necessary," he said, "and the
unions are going to fight all the
way to prove that they are."
The Supreme Court upheld
Monday the legal right of the na-
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Basketball fever is in the air around Fulton this Volume Thirty-Two
Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, March 7, 1963
week as eager fans begin to look hopefully upstate in
the direction of Louisville and the State tournament
Wonder What He's Wishing?
next week.
It's a long look, of course. The Fulton City "Bulldogs", with the First District championship tucked under their belts, have to wade through some stiff competition this week at Murray before heading for Louisville,
but a lot of local fans believe they can do it in spite of a
South Fulton Mayor Milton Council said Wednesseason record that doesn't produce the Fulton team as
that
day
if Federal funds can be secured to pay half of
the Regional favorite. There is high hope that Fulton
the proposed water system extension, water consumers
can win the regional, because practically the same team
within the city of South Fulton will be asked to pay
year.
last
did it
their
proportionate share of the cost. Mr. Counce made
The Bulldogs wan a slot in the
6
Wednesday,
March
in connection with a petition presented
the
statement
Regional tourney at Murray by
•
FalCounty
Hickman
City
Council Monday by a group of citizens living
to the
downing the
7 p. m. St. Mary's vs. Carlisle.
cons and then., in the final, the
8 p. m. Tilghman vs. Mayfield.
on the Martin Highway who protested the system's exCarlisle County Comets last Satto them on the basis that the individual cost
tension
7
Thursday,
March
urday night at the Carlisle gym
would be prohibitive.
7 p. m. Fulton vs. Benton.
in the District tournament 52-43.
8 p. m. Lowes vs. North MarWhen asked why he did not close the door on the
Fulton plays Benton Thursday
night at Murray in the first round shall.
matter when most of the citizens affected apparently
of the regional, and are favored Friday, March 8
were opposed to the project Mayor Counce said: "We
to beat the Indians, who were
Semi-Finals
are looking ahead to the long range project for enticing
Fourth District runners-up. Here
is the complete lineup at Murray Saturday. March 9
industry to the city. It is obvious that the city is growing
this weekend: (Fulton is the deand if we are to progress in that direction we
southward
Finals.
fending champion):
must have the necessary facilities available."
Some fast raaaaetitlon will be
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As old Mattie Dear used to say
in Mississippi: "I thank the Lord
that I could still read." I might
have sat at this typewriter and
written my own obituary. It would
have been a short one. About as
much as my strength could endure.
It would have said simply: "The
The South Fulton Booster Club
old hag is dead. Her friends and
again sponsor a beauty revue
will
Funeral
comment.
enemies fail to
services will be held when a half to select Miss South Fulton for
dozen paid mourners and pall- 1963.
The winner of the revue will
bearers can be recruited."
represent South Fulton at Paris,
When I read that news release Tenn., in the World's Biggest Fish
and realized I wasn't dead, I start- Fry Parade and beauty revue, and
ed thinking back on my ailments. at Humboldt for the Strawberry
I think I had a severe case of the Festival. The first, second and
"misery" about the first day that alternate maids will accompany
Paul left for Reserve Officer's the winner of the contest on both
Camp about a month ago. I was so trips.
busy while he was gone, that I
Girls are urged to get their endidn't have time to notice that I try blanks, fill them out and turn
had more than my share of aches them in to the chairman, Bill Jetand pains. On the day he returned ton, as soon as possible. Call teleI started cooking up that spaghetti phone 437 for entry blanks.
for the church supper. The fact
The date of the revue will be
that I couldn't smell what I was
later.
announced
didn't
either,
cooking or taste it
bother me too much. I thought I
had tasted it so much and smelled
the sauce so much that my senses
In that direction had gone, gone,
gone.

Court swept way
Although the'
tion's railroads to make sweeping
changes in work rules to elimi- a major obstacle that to worknate what they contend are un- rules changes, its action does not
mean that the 4-year-old dispute
necessary jobs.
is on the verge of a showdown.
Immediately afterward, the five
If no agreemprit is reached at
rail unions which represent 200,- next week's bargaining session,
announced
000 on-train employees
the railroads undoubtedly will set
in Cleveland that they would a date to put the new rules into
carriers
agree to a proposal by the
effect.. The unions will threaten a
to resume negotiations March 13 in strike. President John F. Kennedy
Chicago.
then may appoint an emergency
The Supreme Court's 8-to-0 de- board to investigate and recomcision affirmed an appeals-court mend settlement terms. This would
opinion rejecting union arguments delay action by both sides for at
that the rules changes the rail- least 60 days. at.
Meanwhile the nation's railroads
roads want to make would violate
the terms of the Railway Labor steamed ahead with plans to eliminate 65,000 so-called featherbed
Act.
jobs as union leaders sought a way
to sidetrack the drastic work cuts.
Leaders of five operating rail
unions, representing the men who
actually man the trains, studied
the decision to map plans for the
next move in the dispute which
began in 1959.
The unions previously have
threatened to strike if the work
The Paris District annual meet- rule changes are instituted by the
(Continued on page eight)
ing of the Woman's Society of
Christian Service will meet Monday, March 11, 1963, in the First
Methodist Church in Paris, Tenn., No Report Cards at Fulton
at 9:30 a. m. Mrs. J. B. Wilson, High Until Next Week
District President of Murray, Ky.,
Mansfield Martin, principal, has
will preside.
Introducing the featured speak- announced that report cards will
er, Miss Helen Rosser, missionary, not be given out at Fulton High
will be Mrs. Era Richmond, Con- School until next week ,in order
ference Secretary of Promotion. to provide an opportunity for those
Other outstanding speakers and who have been absent on account
guests will be Mrs. Charles M. of illness to make up their grades.
Report cards at the high school
Henderson, member of the Board
of Missions, and Mrs. R. S. Ham- had been scheduled to be given
er, Memphis Conference President. out this Week.
Reports will be given by District officers and local presidents.
The literature room will be open
at 9:00 a. m.

WSCS Meeting
Is Monday In
Paris Church

Scott's Florist
To Relocate
Audience
Tells
Famous Playwright
During May
At Woman's Club How Play Is Born

After the supper I started preparing for the visit of Dr. and Mrs.
Kermit Hunter, both to Fulton
and West Kentucky. I felt more
than a little dizzy in the head; but
I attributed that to my usual self, a
hard schedule, and a fair share of
enthusiasm for their visit. Well,
after the dinner and subsequent
meeting of the script committee
of the now famous "Stars In My
Crown," we went into a long session of the board of trustees on
the drama association. Leaving
Kenlake Hotel after midnight I
got in the car with Paul at the
controls. The first thing you know
I relaxed for a fleeting moment
and that's when the droop hit "ole
scoop". One minute Paul couldn't
get the car hot enough; the next
that cold March wind was hitting
us so hard through the open window I thought Paul looked like a
snow-man.
Driving about 60 miles under
those conditions took its toll of my
apparel. I couldn't get my shoes
on. Somehow they didn't seem
that small when I left home. But
(Continued on pace ofght)

By Edith Allison
Dr. Kermit Hunter, nationally
known playwright, guest speaker
at the general meeting of the WoMan's Club Friday afternoon delighted a most appreciative audience as he told how plays are produced. He mentioned several plays
that have been produced in various States and the reaction toward them. Plays are usually produced to perpetuate the history
and make the people proud of
their area, he said.
"A fictional character is created.
History goes back to the early
days and brought up-to-date. The
costumes of that period are interesting and the dances that have to
be worked in are more colorful."
"Stars In My Crown", Dr. Hunter's twenty-first drama, is in
essence about the struggle of the
people in West Kentucky against
the great rivers of the area,—
Ohio, Mississippi, Cumberland,
and, - above all - the untamed
obstreperous Tennessee. The period covered ia 1800 to 1958. Dr.
Hunter has put in a lot of the,
carefully researching the rich his-

torical background and legends of
West Kentucky.
The Drama and Literautre Department was host of the meeting.
Mrs. Paul Westpheling was program chairman and in her introduction of Dr. Hunter related his
versatile career. She mentioned
that already the drama, which will
open June 22 at the new amphitheatre at Kentucky Lake, is receiving national recognition.
The meeting opened with the
salute to the flag and reading of
the collect by Mrs. Win Whitnel.
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, president,
assisted by Mrs. W. C. Jacob, secretary, conducted the business
session.
Mrs. Hendon Wright gave a
brief report of "Postmark Kentucky" a letter writing plan, which
the club was first to endorse. Each
member will write two letters to
friends or relatives urging them to
attend the drama during the ten
week run.
Mrs. Ernest Cardwell, chairman
of the Nominating Committee,
presented the following slate of
(Continued on page eight)

Thirty-one of the nearly 50
prospective water users signed the
petition protesting the system
that it estimated to cost at least
$240,000.00. The petition stipulated
that the minimum cost to each
user would be at least $17.00 per
month plus the normal charge for
water and sewer treatment, even
if the Federal government granted
$120,000.00 to the project under
the Community Services program.
Mayor Counce reported that he
expected to hear from the possible Federal grant within a week
6r ten days.
"If we get the grant," Mayor
Counce said, "the council will discuss the matter of proportioning

•••••
Mayfield Passes
Law Prohibiting
Obscene Books

the South Fulton Council
—Announced that soon a 35
mph speed limit will be adopte
for Broadway Street from thi
Kentucky line to the city limits;
a 55-mph limit from the city limits
to the drive-in Theatre, and the
regular established State rate on
US 45-E the balance of the distance to Martin;
—Announced rdeceipt of $4200
from the City of Fulton in payment for services provided in the
recent sewer engineering work;
—Announced that the new sewage disposal plant will be open
and serving South Fulton in 10 to
15 days.

No Reprieve
On City Tags;
Warning Issued

the $120,000.00 cost to the city
among the water users within the
city limits. After all," he continued, "the extention is a step forward and all the citizens should
The deadline for buying the
share in the cost."
Fulton city auto sticker was March
1 and has not been extended, PoSouth Fulton's share of the prolice Chief J. W. Smith said today.
posed water system, assuming the
Chief Smith said, “There is no
Federal grant is available, can be
on buying late tags, but
penalty
passed along to the water consumers without a referendum of anyone caught without a sticker,
the voters, Mayor Counce told the who is required to purchase one,
News."I am sure there is some ob- will be cited to court and the
jection among the citizens, but as minimum fine is $5.00, plus court
far as I know it is not wide- costs." Chief Smith said that 75
"warning citations" were issued
spread," Mayor Counce advised.
on Monday and that on Tuesday
In other action Monday night, 79 city stickers were sold.

Employee Bonus Returns;
Rice Wants Fight Going

Mayor DeMyer advised the City Commissioners
The second and final reading of Monday night that $150 in cash and pledges had been
an ordinance prohibiting the sale received by the Fulton News to repay the city treasury
or possession of obscene literature for a like amount distributed last Christmas in the form
in Mayfield was passed by the
Mayfield council Monday night. of a $5 gift to each employee.
The ordinance calls for a penalty
Addressing Commissioner Rice—chief objector to
for the sale or possession of ob- the legality of the Christmas gift and its most outspoken
scene literature including fines,
the $150
revocation of occupation license critic since=DeMyer asked if the repayment of
to the city treasury would silence Rice or not. As Deand jail sentences.
Myer put it: "Will repayment of this $150 satisfy you,
A list of 20 names will be
screened by Don Copeland, chair- or did you just want to criticize us for the sake of critman of the Parents Forum and the cizing? Will you accept this money, be satisfied, and be
forum committee, with five of
quiet or do you just want to continue to stir up trouble
these to be presented at the next
it?"
about
council meeting for approval and
by the council.
confirmation
Rice stated that he was not willing for the City to
These five members will serve as accept the money. "I don't want (the city to accept) the
the Board of Literary Review.
money; I want the legality of the matter questioned",
ATTEND THE TOURNAMENTS Rice stated.
A 12-item agenda was disposed
af in speedy fashion Monday night
at the regular meeting of the
Mayor, Commissioners and City
_. itnager.
‘
he appointment of Mrs. Fred
Cook to the Planning and Zoning
Commission, replacing Mrs. Rodney Miller, resigned, was approved.
A public hearing will be held next Monday night in Unpaid seweiKssessments in the
Fulton at which time the proposed Occupational License Highlands district were approved
payment in the following
Ordinance will be read and discussed, the City Commis- for
fashion: dine-third within 30 days,
sion announced this week. The Mayor and Commission- a note at 6% to pay one-third in
ers will be present; the hearing will be a part of the ad- six months and the remaining onethird within twelve months. Dejourned meeting from last Monday night.
fault will result in suit against the
All interested local businessmen are invited to be property owner.
present at the public hearing and to express their views A request from Fred Brady to
rezone his property at Carr and
in connection with the proposed occupational tax.
Commercial was referred to the
The News has learned that sevPlanning and Zoning Commission
with recommendation that a puberal features of the proposed local be more quickly expedited.
lic hearing be held March 22.
tax are strongly opposed, particuCopies of the proposed ordiBilly Meacham was appointed
larly the one which permits the
inspection of a firm's books and nance are available at the Cham- Police Department radio operator
(Continued on page eight)
records for purposes of determin- ber office.
ing recorded income as a basis for
taxation.

Public Hearing Monday
On License Ordinance

Ruth Scott, owner of Scott's
Floral Shoppe, said today that
she will not move her shop from
its present location on Main Street
to the Fred Brady residence on
the corner of Commercial Avenue
and Carr Street until after Mother's Day. Mrs. Scott recently purAt a Board of Directors meeting
chased this property, pending apthe Chamber of Commerce held
of
proval of the Planning and Zonmorning the group
Wednesday
ing Commission. The Brady provoted to act as a
unanimously
perty is at present in a residential
screening committee to hear all
zone.
comments and suggestions on the
She plans to enclose the front
proposed ordinance, and receive
for
disuse as a
parch with glass
pertinent information appliany
play room. She also plans to make
to the proposed occupational
cable
the
floor
on
second
her residence
license.
of the building purchased.
In the real estate transaction,
All affected citizens, parties and
Mr. Brady accepted the present .groups are advised that the time
Floral Shoppe building as a part for the Chamber committee to
of the trade.
hear their suggestions and receive
information in regard to the proposed ordinance will be 1 to 3
YEAH, TEAM
Thursday afternoon, and I to 3
Student and adult supporters of Friday afternonn at the Chamber
the Fulton Bulldogs are especially of Commerce office, 205 Commerinvited to attend an open pep cial Avenue. It is suggested that
meeting today (Thursday) at 2:30 for groups, such as groceries, serPM in Carr Gymnaaium. The Bull- vice stations ,etc., to have a repredogs meet Benton in the first sentative or committee to appear
game of the regional basketball before the screening committee, in
order that their positions might
tournament at Murray tonight

Heart Drive Brings $1648; B&PW
Sponsors Books and Scholarships

The Business & Professional
Women's Club met at Travelers
Inn March 5. Hostesses were Nelle
Lowe, Znanita Phelps and Christine Batts.
Kellena Durbin, president, was
in charge of the meeting. It was
reported that $903.39 has been collected to date in Fulton and $745.00
in South Fulton for the Heart
Fund Drive, sponsored by the Club
last month. Donations will still be
accepted, from thosesiot contacted, by Mrs. Lila Hastings and Mrs.
Carl Puckett, Sr., in South Fulton
and by Mrs. Kellena Durbin and
Mrs. Ramelle Pigue in Fulton.
After a letter was read from the
BSEPW Club at St Thomas, Virgin Warn* the dub voted for

each member to bring a book, on
the college level, plus 10c transportation, these books to be sent
to the Virgin Islands for their first
college. Members were also requested to bring books on an intermediate and high school level
to be donated to South Fulton
High School East (Rosenwald).
Nelle Lowe, "Dollars for Scholars" chairman, stated that the
drive in the Twin Cities for this
project will be made during the
first week it April. She requested
the members, however, to sponsor
various affairs to raise money during March, to get the fund started.
The April meeting will celebrate the club's fourth birthday
and a special meeting is begng
planned.

ISTRICTLYA3USINESS

Lighter Side Of Politics Is Welcome Relief;
Both Gubernatorial Candidates Share Ribbing
The lighter side of politics, we
find, always is a welcomed relief.
Too many times friends, relatives
and associates depart from each other,
personally and permanently, because
of differences in political opinions.
So it is our hope that no matter on
which side of the fence you are now
standing, these few lines will at
least bring a slight bit of enjoyment
to you.
For years the chant,"ABC in'63"
has been heard throughout Kentucky.
Each faction has its own versions.
In the Chandler camp they cry,
"ABC in '63, with no blacktopping in
Tennessee!" This refers to a miscalculation once when several yards of
Tennessee highway were inadvertently blacktopped by the Kentucky Highway Dept. The incident occurred at
the two states' borders.
The Breathitt following on the
other hand replies, "ABC in '63, and
you'll be poor in '64!" They contend
that the previous Chandler record of
high taxation will continue if elected
again.
Breathitt supporters also say
what Chandler really means in his
campaign slogan is "ABC in '63, nothing for you and all for me!"
Of course the Chandler group
calls ABC, "A Better Commonwealth."
Now with each side having an
equal share on their belief of the true
meaning,let us pass along a story told
over the weekend of a man in Carlisle
who recently purchased a used car.
It seems as if he showed it to his
boss. Looking the vehicle over, the
boss noticed an ABC sticker on one
bumper.oBeing a Ned Breathitt fan,
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DON'T IGNORE FRIENDS!

like!"
"It may not be art, but I know what I
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Turning Back The Clock—
severe injuries Febreary 28 while
at work in the IC Yards here. ,

March 5, 1943
R. L. Williams has moved to
Fultonfrom Ridgely, Tenn., to
take over the management of the
Roberts Store here.
J. 0. Lewis, loc...1 school sperintendent, has again been named
chairman of the local chapter of
the Red Cross.
The Junior Class of South Fulton will sell Victory corsages
March 6. They consist of red,
white and blue, with some having
one defense stamp and others having two stamps, wrapped in cellophane paper.

_

Be Not Anxious For the Morrow
"Be not therefore anxious for the
morrow." — Matt 6:34
A happy life is built one day at
That's only sound logic. If we
time.
a
accept this knowledge, we should not
get anxious or tense or fearful of what
tomorrow will bring. If you act with
the highest judgment you have today,

FROM

'Twould never do for God to live across the street,
Or in the house next door where we should daily meet;
So in His wisdom and His love, He sometimes sends
His angels kind to walk with us; we call them friends.
Just friend, one word, but those few letters can express
A wealth of sympathy, and pure unselfishness;
One syllable, a single breath can form it, friends,
But how, how much our happiness on them depends.
When trouble comes or loss, when grief is ours to bear,
They come, our friends, with words of cheer Our load to share.
How could we face defeat, without a friend's caress?
Had we no friends to praise, how bare would be success!
'Tis not God's plan that we shall see Him face-to-face,
Yet He would hedge us in with His abounding grace,
And so His messengers of love to earth He sends,
They're angels, butw e know it not; we call them FRIENDS.

they started out to help in the first
place. . . are not worthy of public
support.
This is the season of the year
when we are pleased to call atention
to the fact that three great faiths are
seeking funds for overseas aid: the
Protestant One Great Hour of Sharing, on Sunday March 24, and similar
pleas conducted by the Catholic Bishops' Relief Fund, and the United
Jewish Appeal. The reason these
groups do meet ground rules is that
they are religious causes - spiritually
motivated. There are no high paid
staffs, no wastage of funds. The bulk
of funds raised goes for direct assistance to peoples who need it desperately: flood victims in the Philippines
freezing, homeless victims of the Algerian civil war; stunned, hungry
villages wrecked by earthquakes in
Iran. . . or long-range programs designed to help people eventually stand
on their own feet with dignity. These
are worthy causes.
We are pleased to recommend
such causes to your attention.
They are worthy of your support.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

tor lailWas

FRIENDS

the employer warned, "Listen, you
can't work for me if you display that
sticker on your car."
"Why not?" The employee asked.
"It's only one of those safety slogans
they're passing out to cut down traffic accidents. It means Always Be
Careful in '63!"
Friends of both candidates are
constantly thinking up more slogans.
One Breathitt loyalist has published this:: "Cure Kentucky of her
ails, keep the fat man in Versailles."
Then switching sides, since Albert Chandler is telling people that
his major opposition can't win because he isn't known, this knock'-.nock joke cropped up—apparently
in our own community.
"Knock Knock."
"Who's there?"
"Ned."
"Ned who?"
"You're right!"
Well, maybe this doesn't prove
much at all. It wasn't intended to do
any more than bring a smile through
a dash of refreshing charge in a topic
on most Kentuckians' lips about
11-1-2 months out of every year—politics.
This in itself might start another
arguinent. What's that old saying?
"This country and state needs better
politicians!" Someone jumps up to disagree by charging, "No, what this
country needs is fewer politicians and
more statesmen."
Then the first counters with,"You
can't be a statesman without first becoming a politician" . . . and on, and
on, and on. . .
—Cynthiana (Ky.) Democrat

Here Is Fund Drive We Happily Endorse; If Is
Spiritually Motivated With Help Where Needed
The word "Give" has perhaps become one of the most overused words
in our language. Everybody. wants
someone else to give . . . either financially, emotionally, or to give of his
time, his knowledge of his particular
abilities.
Everywhere Mr. Average Citizen looks, someone has posted the
word "Give" for his attention. And
that brings us to the point.
Who should be given to . . . who
should have their pleas answered . . .
and why?
We can't presume to dictate in
this matter. It wouldn't do any good
if we tried. So we'll simply suggest a
few ground rules.
We believe people should give to
those organizations which make the
best use of the funds they receive and
give most to those whom they profess_
to help.
We believe organizations that
rake in huge sums of money and then
proceed to spend most of it on staff
salaries and high paid executives, and
do not pass the bulk on to those whom

•

you are building for a successful, satisfying tomorrow.
So many people are fearful of
possible consequences, of things that
have not even taken place yet. This
fear and anxiety make them tense,
and a tense and fearful_person cannot
possibly cope with today's problems
to his best ability.
If we keep our minds and hearts
free of all worry over tomorrow's
events, if we act in love and courage
today, we are releasing powers that
are creative, powers that give us confidence, that encourage and help
others, that attract friends and opportunities.
Fortified by our prayers and our
communion with God, we can content
ourselves with guidance for one day
at a time. We can live fully in today.
We are not missing God's blessings at
hand by looking away to another
time. By developing sensitivity and
appreciation, we are building for a
successful happy tomorrow.

Joe Gamber, 7 year old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Gamber,
Walnut Street, died in the Methodist Hospital in Memphis, February 28.

Layne Spence, a student at the
University of Kentucky, has volunteered for service in Aviation
and will report March 8. He is
presently at home with his parents at Palestine.
Robert Mobley, son of Rev. and
Mrs. W. H. Mobley, was at home
in Water Valley on a short furlough from Aberdeen, Md.
"Mama's Baby Boy" is the title
of a comedy to be presented by
the Junior Class March 12 in the
South Fulton High School auditorium. The cast includes: Bonnie
Copeland, Billy Bell, Jackie Matthews, Billy Fry, Olive Herron,
Dorothy Valentine, Robert Holeman, Peggy Hutchens, Elizabeth
Sanders, Leon Rice and Josephine
Shankle.

Glynn Roy Keeling, infant son
of Mr. and Mrs. James Andrew
Keeling, died February 24.
Funeral services for H. D. Howell, 42, native of Kenton, who was
found dead in bed at his rooming
place in Fulton on March 3, were
held March 4 in Kenton. Mr. Howell was employed by the DeMyer
Drug Store.
Otis Young, 17 year old son of
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Young and
employed as an airbrake "bleeder"
by the Illinois Central, suffered

Around the corner I have a friend,
In this great city that has no end;
Yet days go by, and weeks rush on,
And before I know it a year is gone,
And I never see my friend's face,
For life is a swift and terrible race.
He knows I like him just as well
As in the days when I rang his bell
And he rang mine. We were younger then,
And now we are busy, tired men;
Tired with playing a foolish game,
Tired with trying to make a name.
"Tomorrow," I say, "I will call on
Jim, Just to show that I'm thinking of him."
But tomorrow comes, and tomorrow goes,
And the distance between us grows and grows.
Around the corner, yet miles away.
"Here's a telegram, sir,"
"Jim died today."
And that's what we get, and deserve, in the end:
Around the corner, a vanished friend.
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PAUSE IN THEIR FIRELIGHT

dawn
A fleeting glance at the sunset, A hasty glimpse of
drawn;
And we're off with rushing footsteps, With faces tensely
toil and care,
And the years as they roll by swiftly, Leave marks of
While the song of the lark we pass lightly
pleasure
Nor hear the thrush's sweet prayer. The eye for vain
seeking
is
We feel not the zephyr
With hands for the dollar we slave.
that's blowing,
is ended,
Our ears lose the song of the wave. Swiftly the life span
blended
Swiftly fleeteth the time Till a voice with an organ is
light? Why the mad rush at dawn?
Pause, that deep thought may
Can we not pause in their firelight?
be born?
Gold and glory will face
Earthly pleasures are nothing
Earthly pleasures are nothing. Gold and glory will flee
thee.
—GATES

FR:
UP

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Williams
were hosts o the members of their
supper club March 4 at their home
in Fair Heights. One visitor, Mrs.
George Doyle from Chicago, was
included in the guest list.
Complimenting Mrs. E. E. Redderson of Chicago, who is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. J. D.
Davis an Eddings Street, Mrs.
Harry Scates of Union City entertained with a luncheon at the
Davy Crocket Hotel in Union City
on March 4.
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100 Years Ago This Week
An historical review of the Civil War day by day in Kentucky, as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission
By JOE JORDAN
(Kentucky Civil War Conunission)
One hundred years ago this
week, President Lincoln's national
administration was confronted
with twelve resolutions, most of
them adopted by nearly unanimous votes in both houses of the
Kentucky General Assembly, protesting vigorously against some.of
the President's actions and policies.
In view of the fact that Kentucky, although many of its citizens favored secession in 1861,
had remained in the Union, and
considering also that all members
of the House of Representatives
and half the members or the Senate had been elected as strong
Union men in August of 1862, the
angry resolutions were especially
significant: They indicated that
there had been a marked change
of sentiment among the Uninoists
of the Commonwealth in the preceding seven months.
One of the resolutions entered
the General Assembly's "solemn
protest" against the Emancipation
Proclamation, which it declared
was unwise, unconstitutional and
void. The President's issuing the
proclamation actually was the
prime cause of the discontent in
Kentucky; prol)ably there would
not have been enough resentment
to bring about the ad6pting of the
eleven other resolutions if it had
not been for that one thing. Many
of the Union men of the state felt
they had been betrayed, for only
two years before, in Lincoln's inaugural addres.s on March 4, 1861,
he had declared he had no intention of interfering with slavery in
the states in which it eXisted; further, he had said he had no power to do so.
In another resolution the legislature declined to accept the President's proposal of May 19, 1862,
whereby the Federal government

would pay compensation for slaves
emancipated by state action, as
Great Britain had done in 1833.
Only two members of the legislature voted against rejecting that
proposal, Senator James Speed
and Representative Perry S. Layton. Another resolution favored a
convention to propose amendments to the U. S. Constitution.
That the legislature adopting a
dozen resolutions hostile to the national administration was nevertheless still for the Union was indicated the very same day at a
joint session at which it accepted,
with much patriotic oratory, the
and
storm-torn"
"battle-worn
flags or six Kentucky regiments in
the Union Army.
Capt. T. H. Hines of Morgan's
Confederate cavalry returned to
Tennessee after a 21-day raid behind enemy lines in Kentucky. In
a written report to Col. William C.
P. Breckinridge, he said he and
Lt. J. M. Porter and 13 enlisted
men had destroyed U. S. Army
supplies worth half a million dollars. They captured the river
steamer, "Hettie Gilmore," heavily
laden with stores for. the Union
Army of the Cumberland; burned
a depot and three railwaypears, all
full of Federal supplies, at South
Union, and at Woodburn, on the
L. & N., destroyed a train of 21
freight cars and an engine.
RIGHT
Health and beauty inquirer asks,
What do you do to get soft white
hands? The best recipe is, Nothing.
—Arkansas Gazette.
FAVORITE
Though irate citizens of Potenza,
Italy, stormed the local city hall
and burned the tax lists, our favorite over the years remains the
Congo tribe that ate the collector.
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PINNED DOWN AT HOME?
Then shop by phone. Phone a friend. Run
an errand. Visit your neighbers. Phone
baby's grandma for advice. With your
telephone at your side, you need never
feel shut out — even when you're shut in.
Call often.
Southern Bell

JOHN
Fulton
10 •

Miss Jan Clapp Makes Known Plans
For Her Wedding To Robert Stone

The News reports your - - -

1

Diary of Doin's

(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
"The characteristic of genuine heroism is in its persistency," Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote more than a hundred years ago. In writing these lines in his essay on
"Heroism," he might have had such people as Florence
Mulligan Boyd in mind. Florence Boyd is the mother of
Margaret (Mrs. C. W.) Whitnel. Mrs. Boyd is 83 and
lives in Fort Myers, Florida with another one of her
daughters. Now these are interesting facts if they were
contained in a simple birthday story about Mrs. Boyd,
but this is not that kind of a story. The real story is that
this lovely octagenarian is crippled with arthritis and
has been for twenty years. She cannot walk without two
crutches. Yet this vigorous lady is doing something for
people that would stagger the energy of women half her
age.

shale.

Several years ago Mrs. Boyd
wanted to "feel needed" in the
world. Starting out with a sewing
machine she bought in 1900 for
eight dollars, Margaret's mother
started sewing cotton dresses for
little girls to be distributed by the
Lee County Clothes Bank. Some
five years later Mrs. Boyd has
made over 1000 dresses in the 10
and twelve age groups and her
speed is picking up all the time,
but literally. She has "graduated"
from the foot-pedalled sewing
machine she started out with and
Is now using a modern, full-of-gadgets model presented to her last
year by the Singer Sewing Ma-

ARMSTRONG
Inlaid Linoleum and Vinyl
Wall-To-Wall
FREE ESTIMATE
EASY TERMS

; :wn;
d care,
asure

UPHOLSTERY; ALL

KINDS

S. P. MOORE & CO.

ended,
ded

Phone 58
Commercial Avenue

ht may

chirle Company, in appreciation
of her tireless and heroic work
for the clothes bank in her county.
Sewing the little dresses is not
all that Mrs. Boyd does in her efforts to "feel needed." She designs the dresses, purchases the
cloth and trimmings with funds
provided by the Center and has
set her "production goal" at about
forty dresses a month. Alert, energetic and capable Mrs. Boyd acts
as a clearing house for the needs
of the center, since other workers
also make clothing in other sizes.
Unable to get around in a car anymore, Mrs. Boyd is like a modern
day executive, using the telephone
to courdinate the efforts of the
Center. The phone is furnished
her by the center.
You'd think that such a busy
schedule leaves time for nothing
else for this active widow who
graduated from Converse College
in Spartanburg, S. C. in 1900. Indeed it isn't. She paints in oils
and water colors. Experts have
commented that her artistic work
is cumparable to another octagen
airan dynamo whose name we will
not mention. Mrs. Boyd studied
painting in her college years, but

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOR Y0171

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
" FARM LOANS
268 MAIN STREET
OFFICE PHONE 5
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Greenfield Monument Works
In °vanillas 61 Years

LI
Fulton
Call 124

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
J. E. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Miss Jan Clapp, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hampton Clapp, of Clinton, is announcing plans for her
marriage to Robert Lee Stone, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stone of
Route 1, Clinton.
The wedding will take place at
6:30 p. m. on Friday, March 16, in
the First Methodist Church in
Clinton. Bro. Ray Grimitt, of Paducah, a cousin of the groom, will
perform the ceremony.
Miss Clapp has chosen as her
maid of honor the groom's sister,
Miss Ruth Stone, and attending the

Greenfield
AD 5-2293

•

We wish that we could print all
the interesting news that our faroff subscribers write to us about.
Sometimes we violate their "no
publication" rules, but most of the
time we are right faithful to their
wishes. This week we had a letter from Mrs. Ben Russell of
Somerville, Ala. Signing her name
"Sue" she told us that Fulton was
her home 45 years ago and she
still calls it her home-town. It was
for this reason that she became
excited as all get out when she
saw "Fulton, Ky." mentioned in
the daily paper Of Decatur, Ala.
we don't blame her, for the story
was about our own Beverly (Hill)
Craig, Exie and William's beauteous one. Said the story in the Decatur paper:
"Bill Hill's sister, Beverly, is getting to be famous over in Tripoli,
N. Africa where her husband,
Capt. David Craig is based with
the Air Force. Beverly sang at a
command performance for the ambassador to Libya and his official
guests. She was a former runnerup for Miss Tennessee in the Miss
Universe contest and a former
runnerup for Miss Kentucky in the
Miss America Contest—a mezzo
soprano with a degree in music
via Southwestern in Memphis and
at the U. of Kentucky. Bill has
been up to Fulton, Ky. to see his
parents and got the news there."

Yes, your local PCA can
provide the money for
any of these needs. You
can save money and get
your repayments scheduled when harvest time
comes around! Get the
facts today and see why
PCA is the best place to
borrow.
"Own a Part of Your
Credit Institution"— Use
Your PCA!

JACKSON PURCHASE
PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION,
JOHN P. WILSON
Fulton Co. Field Ofc. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky. Phone 2806

WARREN BARD
Hickman Co. Field Ofc. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone OL 3-5181

groom as best man will be the
bride's brother, Bill Clapp. The
flower gril will be Bonnie Wright
and the ring bearer Lonnie Wright,
both cousins of the bride, of Clinton. Earl Warren, Jr., and Larry
Winters, both of Clinton, will
serve as ushers.
Immediately after the ceremony
the bride and groom will leave on
their wedding trip.
No invitations are being sent
out, but all friends and relatives
of the families are invited to attend.

it was only a few years ago that
she took to the brush again.
Mrs. Boyd undoubtedly "feels
needed" on many sentimental national observances, too. When Easter, Mother's Day, Christmas and
other holidays roll around, you
can find Mrs. Boyd's agile fingers
designing corsages for one-of her
florist friends in Fort Myers. This
endeavor is a labor of love, too.
For Mrs. Boyd always has been an
avid gardener and flower grower.
One Florida cracker once said of
her constancy in the flower garden: "Mrs. Boyd, you are a helluva
woman for flower-stalks." That
one was picked up by the Digest
sometime ago.
We talked with Margaret only
few minutes about her mother.
There's no telling how much more
we could have learned if we had
asked a few more questions. Mrs.
Boyd's picture appeared in the
Fart Myers (Florida) News-Press
last year on being presented with
her new sewing machine.

PRODUCTION
CREDIT ASSOCIATION

• New Equipment
• Land Preparation
• Fertilizer - Insecticides
• Build or Repair Farm Buildings
•Harvest Expenses

Talented Pianist,
Known Here,In
Chicago Contest

Miss Jan Clapp

see your

•Operating Expenses

fIAPPT BIRTHDAY

An evergreen three or four feet
tali should have at least six gallons of water poured slowly
around the stem (each week)
when the soil is not frozen.
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need cash -

met Wednesday evening. Miss Page 8
The Fulton News, Thursday, March 7, 196Katherine Humphries led in prayer after the reepating of the
watchwords in unison. Mrs. Harry
Allison, president, assisted by Mrs.
Leland Jewell, secretary-treasurer,
presided over the business sessoin.
The News takes pleasure in
Good reports were given on the
'Happy Birthday" to the
wishing
Mission Study, Community Misfollowing friends:
4-8
March
work.
Prayr
sions and
the Week of Prayer will be held
March 8: Warren C. Graham,
Members of the Music Departeach day.
Mrs. John Cavender, W. Z. Cash,
The Annie Armstrong Circle Judie Frances Woods. March 9: ment of the Fulton 77oman's Club
was in charge of the program. Madge Conner, Christine Batts, will be interest-1 to learn that
Mrs. Cecile Arnold brought a most Wayne Napier, Charles Sevier, Russell C. Riepe II, of Vienna, Illiinteresting article on "Witnessing Carbilene Bolin, Don Sensing, nois, will represent his state in the
to Oriental Americans" (Chinese, Jimmy Allen, G. G. Bard, Gus B. Music Teachers Association annual
presenting Farmer. March 10: E. M. Baker, competition for the Eastern DiKorean, Japanese),
many facts about the fascinating Burt Grenell, Nancy Holland, Hars vision. He will be one of seven
people and countries flew which mon Reams, Harold Sills, Mozelle high school state winners beim
many American Orientals origi- Green, Joe Neeley, Edna Mabel judged at the Sherman House il
nate. The devotional thoughts giv- Holt, James Davis Green. March Chicago on March 10.
en by Mrs. W. A. Jones, based on 11: Mrs. Curtis Craven, Mrs. Sue
This talented young piano stu
scripture from John, brought out Yates, Jeff Jetton, Lillian Cook
was presented in publit
dent
Jr.
that each one had an obligation to Cate, Mrs. R. V. Putnam,
assisted by his mother,
recital,
witness to national groups within
J.
Kramer,
by the Music Department
T.
12:
Mrs.
soloist,
March
our nation. Mrs. Jones dismissed
Woman's Club last
,
Tommy
Fulton
the
Underwood
of
Sr.,
Carolyn
the meeting.
Reams, Jimmy Clapp, Martha April 1. He is a senior honor stu•• s • s
Tllornas, Mrs. R. H. Swearingen, dent in high school. His father is
Due to the extremely cold wea- Mrs. Frances Jones. March 13: well known in Fulton, having renther during January and February T. C. Taylor, J. P. Hyland, Sam dered piano service to residents of
and the very low rainfall during Jones, Lamon Kilzer, Gayle Kim- this community.
this period, many shrubs and bel, Mishael Homra, Mrs. Allen
Prior to attaining this honor,
evergreens are turning brown and Jones., Mrs. S. B. Estes. March 14:
was one of nine participants
may die.
Riepe
Ella Doyle, Shirley Jackson, Brady
in piano, violin and cello at Mt.
These plants should be watered Williamson, Georgia Bell.
Vernon, Illinois, December 1, and
weekly until we have enough
won the honor of representing the
rainfall to thoroughly soak the
Southern Division of his state.
soil.
SUPPORT THE BULLDOGS

This bit of information went
the long way around to get into
our diary, but we made it.
Mrs. Russell has read with interest the story about the amphitheater project at Kenlake Hotel.
Says she: "Maybe we will get to
see 'Stars In My Crown,' this summer when we visit my brother in
Paducah." We have never met
Mrs. Russell and hope we can
when she ,comes westward 'ere the
leaves turn green.
Margaret's mother and Bill Hill's
sister are not the only ones who
have shared in the away-fromhome news spotlight. Ruby McDade, who has returned from an
extended western tour told us that
Dr. Joe Davis made the Sacramento, California newspapers and
TV, too. Ruby said that she and
Maxwell visited all the former
Fultonians on the West Coast and
lea/steel from Marilyn Davis that
on February 14 Joe was the atSending physician for a new arrival in that city. Neither Joe nor
Marilyn gave the event too much
emphasis, but the news media of
Sacamento did. You see, the parents of the new born-babe are
Mr. and Mrs. Valentine.
The McDades saw all the interesting sights to behold on their
trip. As usual one of the most interesting sights they enjoyed, after being away for nearly a month,
was the city limits of Fulton.
• •• • *
The Woman's Missionary Society of the First Baptist Church

Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Binds Accurately Repaired at Low Coot
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

HAPPY DAY SKATING RINK
B'dway Si.: South Fulton

Phones: 9126 or 720
•

NOW SEE WHAT'S NEW AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER'S
(SUPER SPORTS—that's the only name for
them! Four entirely different kinds of cars
to choose from, including bucket-seat convertibles and coupes. And most every one
can be matched with such sports-car type
features* as 4-speed stick or Powerglide
transmission, Positraction, tachometer, high
performance engines, you name it.•If you
Want your spice plus the luxuries of a fullsized family car, try the Chevrolet Impala
SS. It's one of the smoothest road runners
that ever teamed up with a pair of bucket

I

seats. It even offers a new Comfortilt steer:
ing wheel* that positions right where you
want it.•The new Chevy II Nova SS
has its own brand of excitement. Likewise
the turbo-supercharged rear-engine Corvair
Monza Spyder and the all-new Corvette
Sting Rays. Just decide how sporty you
want to get, then pick your equipment and
power—up to 425 hp in the Chevrolet SS,'
including the popular Turbo-Fire 409* with
340 hp for smooth, responsive handling
*optional at extra cost
in city traffic.
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YOUR SERVICE NUMBER

207
TV SERVICE
DAY OR NITE
Electric repairs and service
at any time.
KEYS MADE while you wait

CALL US FOR HELP

EXUM
TV AND ELECTRIC

Phone 207
316 Walnut St.
Bring us your
Radios aid Appliances

SAVINGS
O ON YOUR

T

DRY CLEANING
8 LBS. FOR $1.50 AT THE

HAPPY DAY LAUNDRETTE
Open 24 hrs.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

Attendant on Duty

Pictured from top to bottom: Corvette Sting Ray Convertible, Cor•air Monza Spyder Contortals, Chevy II
Nava 400 SS Coupe, Chevrolet Impala SS Coupe.(Super Sport and Spyder equipment optional at extra cost.)

See four entirely different kinds of cars at your Chevrolet dealer's Showroom'.

Taylor Chevrolet-Buick, Inc.
104 East Fourth Street

Phases

SO

Falba

MoreMedicalHelpForNeedy Comes As Public Assistance Rolls Fall
Kentucky's medical-care program for the needy will be expanded April 1 with the help of
surplus public - assistance money.
Governor Bert T. Combs announced the expanded program at
the quarterly meeting of the Medical Advisory Council. the group
that decides what and how much
can be extended in the way of
medical care.
Economic Security Commissioner Earle V. Powell, whose department, with the Health Department, implements the medicalcare program, said "it appears"
that $400,000 of State funds appropriated for old-age assistance
will not be used this fiscal year.

Federal funds to match this
extra State money would make
some $1,600,000 available to be
diverted to the medical-care program
Powell said the surplus could
have been used to increase monthly payments to the aged, dependent children, blind, and disabled.
But the increases, he added,
would have been so small that it
was thought more for the money
would be obtained by using it for
medical care.
Powell said a drop in the number of old-age assistance recipients
was responsible for the surplus.
The number decreased from some
53,000 last year to about 50,000

Combs Asks Low Cost
Homes For Needy Aged
The state has asked the federal government to
build low-rent housing units for use as personal care
homes for the needy aged, Gov. Bert Combs said Monday. The proposal has been submitted to the Public
Housing Administration.
"The federal government has
plan that will be a model for the
expressed great interest in our
entire country to follow," the gova
have
believe
we
proposal and I
ernor said.
Combs said the home will be
.4111.1111=11MIEM. designed
to meet the needs of
"the thousands of aged KentuckFARM FOR SALE
ians who are not ill but who
AT AUCTION
should not be left alone to try to
take care of themselves and who
50 acres of land located 3 1-2
cannot afford care in private
Dukedom
miles southeast of
homes for the elderly."
near Good Springs Church
Under the plan, the units would
in
good
base,
Corn and tobacco
be built by the housing adminisshape for cultivating.
Sale will be March 23, 1963, tration under local supervision.
Personal care, but no medical serat 10 o'clock at the farm.
vices, would be provided. Each
MRS. JOHN DICKERSON
unit would be designed for about
30 persons with rentals set at $25
a month plus $60 a month for personal care services.
Homes would be operated by a
DUTCH ;4ILL MOTEL non-profit
corporation, Combs
4244101K RESTAURANT
said.
Nliolield, K.
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GOOD FOOD SERVED
AROUND THE CLOCK
Where The Traveler
Stops Every Time'
Owner Geo. Brand

The governor said a pilot project
has been proposed in which lowrent units would be built in Stanton, Columbia, Cave City and
Manchester.

LET A. C. BUTTS FILL YOUR
SPRING PLANTING NEEDS!
Pink and White Dogwood Trees in stock
Concord Grape Vines in stock
Rose bushes in stock:

Hawaii Red (patented); Peace, Red Radiance,
Everblooming Tea, Eclipse, Katherine Marshall,Etoile De Holland, Golden Charm,Blaze
Climber,Talisman,King's Ransom (patented);
Mirandy, and New Yorker (patented).
FERTILIZERS of all kinds ready for delivery

CMS'c7fid SON
East State Line

Phone 202

this year because, Powell believes,
more people are becoming eligible
for Social Security at 65.
The expanded program will:
1. Increase from six to 10 the
number of days of State-paid hospital care for recipients.
2.
Increase personal-income
limits for medical-care eligibility
from $1,200 to $1,600 for a single
per soil, and from $1,800 to $2,400
for a couple, for persons over 65
not on public-assistance rolls.
3. Add fluoride treatment for
children, and remove the $48-ayear ceiling for dental services.
No new maximum was set, but the
dental phase of the program limits
the type of work that can be done.

Miss Courtney,
Mr. Warren To
Wed On Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Courtney,
of Beulah, Kentucky announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their eldest daughter,
Brenda Carol, to Herman Junior
Warren, son of Mrs. Anna Pearl
Warren and the late Robert Warren, Lynnville, Route 1. They are
both employed at Henry I. Seigel
of South Fulton, Tennessee.
The wedding will be solemnized
Friday, March 8, at 8 o'clock in
the evening at the Beulah Baptist
Church.
No formal invitations are being
issued. All friends and relatives
of the couple are invited to attend.

For example, a recipient cannot
obtain a denture under the program.
4. Increase from 12 to 18 the
number of yearly home or office
visits, but retain the procedure
for extensions in unusual cases.
The scope of eligible home or office visits will include Preventative, diagonostic, and rehabilitative services, as well as therapeutic.
5. Expand the medieal-care drug
list to include additional drugs
recommended
but
previously
withheld due to lack of funds.
The long-range plan for medical
care in Kentucky, approved by
the council in 1961, envisioned

Fulton Students
On Honor Roll
At Murray Slate
Two hundred sixty-one persons
have been named to the honor roll
at Murray State College for the
first semester. The honor roll consists of students who made a
standing of 3.4 or higher on the
four-point grading system.
Students f in Fulton County
who had perfect four-point standings are: James Carter, Fulton;
Donna Mabry, Hickman; Patricia
Ward, Clinton. Others from this
county named to the honor roll
Wright, Brenda
are: Charles
Owens, Danny Carver, Frank
Parker, Jerry Patey, Joan McGinness, Jean Burnette and David
Fields.

It's A 'Must!' Keep Date Open For
Big Talent Show On March 29
The greatest array of local talent ever assembled for one show
will be presented in the South
Fulton Gym on Friday night,
March 29.
The event is being sponsored
by the Twin Cities Youth, Inc.
and all proceeds will go into this
fund, which will benefit all the
youth of the Twin Cities.
Mrs. Nelson Tripp is assisting
in rounding up the talented young
people of the Twin Cities and has
promised that there will be such
a wide variety of entertainment
to please everyone.
Youth, Inc. officials ask that interested persons mark the date
on the calendar. Riley Allen, president, says, "We solicit your inter-

est and your support of this
worthwhile project. It is hoped
that all civic clubs will take note
of the date and keep it open."

W K T A-FM will feature all
stereo music ranging from standard favorites to Broadway show
music and classical fare. Mr. Smith
stated that the station will direct
its programs at all times to an
adult audience.
NONE
The simple things are best. No
musical instrument yet made by
man entrances him like the sound
of his own voice.
—St. Louis Star-Times.

Combs told the council "It is no
secret that various professions
have directly and indirectly pleaded their causes to me for changes,
increases, and improvements in
medical service.

1ST CAVALRY DIV., KOREA—
Army Pfc. Jewell E. Pennell,
whose wife, Phyllis, lives on route
4, Fulton, Ky., recently took part
in Exercise WINTEFtSNAP II, a
cold weather field training maneu"Similar appeals of course, and ver in Korea, with other members
rightfully so, have been made to
of the 1st Cavalry Division.
this advisory council to commisand
security
sioners of economic
The exercise was designed to
Appointments for a "good time"
health.
test and improve combat effective- are rarely broken.
"It has always been my position
that such decisions rest with this
council and ultimate implementation the statutory function of the
two departments."

late

Boxing is fast becoming a dangerous mode of life.
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by WICK SMITH

Don't get caught cold. Order this
expertly prepared, free burning
coal now. Washed. Laboratory
tested. Perfectly sizqd- for furnace,
stove, stoker.
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Pre - Season Sale!
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SAL

Don't miss these terrific values! All are
first quality in exciting colors for spring
and summer wear.

SPORT COATS

EMITA

RED
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DELM1

SAL,
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OIL

or real boys

SKIRT and
BLOUSE SETS

FOR YOUNG MEN
PRICED AS LOW

AS

Value.

$6.98
THE
LEADER STORE
Lake Si.

SAL

Volvos
to $4.95, NOW
$299
Polished cot to ns, twills,
cords and textured weaves.
Sizes 8 to 20.
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APPAREL

DEMD

TAPER PANTS
Volvos
$199
to $2.99, NOW........

that will "check out" with all
the boys. Light weight woolens
... for all-year wear.

Enjoy the trugl
bourbon taste
of
Hiram Walker's

to $4.99, NOW............$299
Volum'
$399
to $5.99, NOW
Stripes, flora's, geometries
and assorted solids in
, assorted colors. Sizes 8 to
18.

Fulton

Cabin Boys,
Jamaicas and
Pedal Pushers
Volvos
to $1.99, NOW ..
$149
Ways.
$199
to $2.99, NOW
Sport denims, poplins, textured weaves, A rnels and
sailcloth. Sizes 8 to 20.

$1.2
Pint
(
e4sip
attar].'00
Fifth

TEN HIGH.
VRAM WALKIlt 111 SONS, Me,PEOMA. III. • IS PSOCIII
It.ION.MINI

Deilfr
etiv

DUFFY TWINS

i''WREWARD!
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SERVICE NOTES

liberalizing the program.

ness of U. S. forces helping defend the Republic of South Korea.
Pennell ,a truck driver in Company C of the 12th Cavalry's 2d
Battle Group, entered the Army in
February 1962 and completed basic
combat training at Fort Chaffee,
Ark.
The 23-year-old soldier, whose
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn M.
Reilly, live on Rote 4, Clinton,
Ky., attended Central High School.

Remember '.7 re slogan: Twin
Cities BYFY, By Youth For
Youth, South Fulton gym, March
29.

Public Invited
To Hear First
All-Stereo Radio
W. A. Smith, vice president and
public relations director of CARROLL BROADCASTING CORPORATION
announces
th a t
W K T A-FM, one of the nation's
first stereo broadcasting stations
has now completed its installation. Studios and transmitting facilities are located one mile from
the McKenzie city limits on the
Huntington Road.
The public is invited to visit the
new station during open house
March 8, 9, and 10. The station
will presently operate from 10:00
AM until 11:00 PM with an effective radiated power of 7100
watts, 106.9 megacycles.
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BLOUSES
Values
to $1.99, NOW .......
Values
$149
to $2.99, NOW ........---..-Valuss
$199
to $3.99, NOW ..........-____
Sleeveless and roll-sleeve styles
with regular and Italian collars.
Wash 'n wear fabrics, novelty
weaves and broadcloths. 30 to
40.

99

HUNTS
1E

CI

SOUTHEI

PEAC1
PARD

DOG F
FOIL WE

Special Values In Girls' Sportswear
Sizes 3-6x
Bloosos, oh •r
shorts, Jonteloso
and colas boy
posts.
VALUES
TO $1.49

9'

Sizes 7-14
Blouses, Joisoicos
nod cable& boy
pests is assorted
saws. VALUES
TO $1.44

Sizes 7-14
Cabin boy and
tapered pants...
Volans 10 $1.911.
NOW

ALUM
LIFE LP

TOOTI

NATTY S
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°DOLLARS

TENN. RIVER

SWIFTS PREMIUM

USDA CHOICE MATURE

'COUNTRY CURED

ON

Lb. 89c

ROUND STEAK

BREADED

2 Lb. 69c VEAL STEAK

Lb. 89c SALT MEAT
ALL CUTS
PORK
Lb. 99c

SIRLOIN STEAK
USDA CHOICE MATURE
S
ES

DAVIS HOT OR MILD

Lb. 10c SOUSE MEAT

ROUSER VALLEY

USDA CHOICE

GROUND BEEF ____ 3 Lb. Pkg.

LEAN FRESH

$1.45 SLICED BACON

2 Lb. 79c PORK STEAK
LEAN
Lb. 39c
liCEICITLETS

HICKORY SMOKED

STEAKETTES

Lb. 69 SLAB BACON

USDA CHOICE MATURE

ROAST

COUNTRY CURED

SLICED

Lb. 49c PORK LIVER

Lb. 39 BACON

RED BIRD • 25 L.13.BAG

HENDERSON • 10LBS.

•

FRESH CAT FISH
Lb. 39c HOT
BAR-B-QUE
SANDWICHES
Lb. 89c KELLEY BAR-B-4113E
PORK
Lb. 49c OLD FASHION
CHEESE
Lb. 59c NEW YORK SHARP
CHEESE
Lb. 69c VELVEETA CHEESE
VALLEY OK
_
Lb. 29c

First Cut Lb. 69c SMOKED JOWEL

STREAK-O-LEAN SLICED

USDA CHOICE MATURE

4<ra'

\\

Giant Jackpot of Cash

SILVER

;ime"

••

Take A Crack At Piggly Witgly's
Each Week For 4 Weeks Piggly Wiggly Will Put 100 Silver Dollars In The
Jack Pot. On Sat. 3 P. M. March 23 One Name Will Be Drawn For 400 Silver
Dollars—If The Winner Is Not Present 400 More Silver Dollars Will Be Added
To The Jack Pot Making 800 Silver DoPars For The Next Drawing Sat. 3:00 P.
M. April 20 Nothing To Buy Just Register Each Time You Visit Us. The More
Times You Register The More Chances You Have To Win.
—Adults Only Please—
"YOU ALL COME"

FIFECAfit/

Those
n M.
nton,
.hool.

'

"

SUGAR
SALMON
Is EMING

MED. RED

1 Lb. Can 69c SHORTENING

2 Lb. Box 59c

49
1

PET RITZ

10 Lb. Bag 59c PIES ____ Big 10 inch Size

3 Lb. Can 59c i
s groi
KETFISH

PLYMOUTH

SOCKEYE

3 for $1.00

N

HI-NOTE

1 Lb. Can 59C METRECAL
ALL SWEET

DELMONTE PINK

SALMON

FROZEN FROSTY ACRES

6 Reg. Cans $1.00 ORANGE JUICE
3-12 oz. Cans $1.00 WHITING FISH

Lb. 17c

BOSTON BONNIE

4-1 Lb. Cll. $1.00 ROAST BEEF

12 oz. Can 39c CAT FISH
CAPT. HWY
2-12 oz. Cans 89c
STICKS

SWIFTS

Flat Can 10c CATSUP

2-6 oz. Cans 49c

H&G

SWIFTS

1 Lb Can 69c OLEO
ARGO

OIL SARDINES

Reg. Can 29c }
STRAWBERRIES _ _ 5-10 oz. Cans $1.00

3 Lb. Bag $1.59 TUNA FISH
SWIFTS
6-8 oz. Cans $1.29 PREM

1 Lb. Can 79c COFFEE

BED SAMON

NG
Piiin

10 oz. Can 49c
Lb. 59c
Lb. 79c
2-Lb. Box 79c

SWIFTS JEWEL

SALMON
'5 EMING

HONEY SUCKLE
3 Lb. Can 79c CORN
MEAL

1 Lb. Can 49c CRISCO or SPRY

Lb. 89c
5 for $1.00

6-14 oz. Bot. 79c MOPPED HAM

1 Lb. Pkg. 49c
8 oz. Pkg. 29c

FRESH FLORIDA KEN.WONDER

LB.
POLE BEANS
PEACHES
SOUTHERN
PEACHES

4 2 1-2 Cans $1.00
5 2 1-2 Cans $1.00

kW

203 So. B-Way
So. Fulton, Tenn.

l'Ot
41;4.

6 1 Lb. Can 79c

FOIL WRAP

ALUMINUM FOIL

25 ft. Roll 25c

Wed is Double
Stamp Day

I

t

($

IS

Don't- forget.,

Store Hours
8 Till
9 P. M.
7 D-A-Y-S

FREE!SilvevDollars
.Tat Piggly Wiggig

LIFE LINE

TOOTH BRUSH _ _ _ Reg. 89c Seller 39c
SPUN
HOSENATY
Pair 59c
NYLON

POTATOES

'11%4
::::11440 1,(iv (vitt I RS'

PARD

DOG FOOD

IC

FROZEN F-F

UNTS

ACRES
OF FREE
PARKING

Just come in and regisler!

(.4

Pi

Prices Good
Thru Saturday
March 9

2 Lb. Bag 29c

FROZEN

FISH STICKS

5 Lb. Box $1.29

BOSTON BONNIE

FROZEN HADDOCK ___ 1 Lb. Box 49c
We Reserve
The Right
To Limit

BOSTON BONNIE

FROZEN PERCH

1 Lb. Box 49c

BOSTON BONNIE

WE
CASH
PAYROLL
CHECKS

COD FISH

1 Lb. 39c

BOSTON BONNIE

FLOUIIDER

1 Lb. Box 53c
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• CAYCE NEWS
By Miss Clarice Bondurant
Mrs. J. B. Inman, Mrs. Denver
Bradshaw and Debbie of Ridsley, Tenn., visited Mrs. Daisie
Bondurant and Clarice last Wednesdiay.
Mrs. Jim Arrunons visited Dr.
and Mrs. Ray Ammons and family in Murray, Ky., last week.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Smith, Sr.,
are visiting with their sori James
Smith and family in Arthur, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson were
in Mayfield, Ky., last Thursday.
We are sorry there is so much
sickness in and around Cayce. The
"flu" bug has really hit here. Some
are improved, while others are
just taking it. We wish everyone a
speedy recovery.
Danny Bondurant, of Fulton,
spent the week end with his grand
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Bon,
0
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS

durant.
Mrs. Ernest Burns and Mrs.
Blanche Menees attended the funeral of their brother and uncle,
Mr. Will Darnell, in Union City
last Tuesday.
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and Clarice visited with Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Inman Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie McClendon, of Chicago, are the proud parents of a baby girl, born Saturday
night. The mother is the former
Freida Simpson. The happy grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel
Simpson and the great grandparents Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson.
Congratulations!
We are sorry to hear of the
death of Mr. Bert Aldridge, who
has lived in and around Cayce for
a long time. He died at his home
here Saturday, after a long illness.
The funeral was at Whitnel's Funeral Home Monday afternbon,
with burial in the Water Valley
Cemetery.

um6Haze

For Fine Liquors

By Mrs. Carey Frieda

Kentucky Wins Tourist Award
AWARD OF EXCELLENCE presented by Redbook Magazine to the Kentucky

Department of Public Information and its Tourist and Travel Division for the
nation's "most creative concept and imaginative presentation of travel advertising and promotion" is displayed by Gov. Bert Combs. The bronze plaque was
presented by Warren Shoemaker (standing next to Combs), Redbook's Midwest
representative. Others at the presentation ceremony were (from left) Cattie Lou
Miller, commissioner of the Public Information Department, and Charles Warnick, director of the Tourist and Travel Division.

US 45-51 By Pass Highlands- Fulton

Mrs. Lily Turbeville

DEATHS
90
PROOF

OM RIGHT

Funeral services were held in
Whitnel Funeral Home March 4
for Harvey Bert Aldridge, retired Cayce farmer, with Bro. Seaford officiating. Burial was in the
Water Valley cemetery. Mr. Aldridge died at his home on March 2
after an illness of three years.
Survivors include his widow,
four brothers, three sisters, several nieces and nephews.

NO BITE!

MELLOW-MASH YELLOWSTONE

M.85 4Q/

H. B. Aldridge

1.55 PIN/2T

Mrs. Cecil Jonakin
Funeral services for Mrs. Cecil
N. Jonakin were held in Chattanooga February 28. Mrs. Jonakin,
a former Obion County resident,
died February 27.
She is survived by her husband,
three sons, a daughter and eleven
grandchildren ,also two brothers,
W. L. Jolley and Royce Jolley,
both of Fulton.

YELLOWSTONE
The Greatest American Whiskey
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON. ALSO 100 PROOF BOTTLEDIN-BOND, YELLOWSTONE 01ST., LOUISVILLE-OWENSBORO. KY.

Clay Merrell

Mrs. Lily McNeely Turbeville,
Funeral services for Clay Merwdiow of J. H. Turbeville and a rell Were held March 6 in the
former resident of Fulton, died Central Church of Christ in FulMarch 5 in Memphis. She was the ton, with Bro. Harry Owen ofstepmother of Paul Turbeville of ficiating. Interment was in FairFulton and Russell Turbeville of view Cemetery, with Whitnel
Memphis. Mrs. Turbeville was 90 Funeral Home in charge.
years of age.
Mr. Merrell died March 4 at his
Funeral services were held in home in South Fulton, after a long
the Memphis Funeral Home at illness.
1:00 p. m. March 6, with Rev.
Survivors include a daughter,
James Canaday, Baptist minister Mrs. Raymond Murray of South
in Knoxville, Tenn., and a great Fulton; two sons, Woodrow Wilson
nephew of Mrs. Turbeville, offic- Merrell of Riceville and Don J.
iating. Graveside services will be Merrell of East St. Louis; a sister,
held at 11:30 this morning (Thurs- a brother, 10 grandchildren and 8
day) at Fairview Cemetery, with great grandchildren.
Whitnel Funeral Home in charge,
and Rev. A. B. Adams, Baptist
minister of Martin, officiating.
Mrs. Turbeville is also survived
Miss LuLa Byrn, 78, allied at
by a niece, Mrs. Lee Ryerson of
Jackson, Tenn.; a great nephew, Western State Hospital in HopJoe Canaday, of Knoxville, Tenn.; kinsville March 5. She was the
arid two step-grandchildren, John daughter of the late Milton and
Russell Turbeville of Houston, Sarah Jane Jones Byrn and had
Tex., and Miss Ruth Turbeville of been a resident of Fulton for more
than 50 years.
Memphis.
I
Funeral services, in charge of
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel, will be
held today (Thursday) at 10:00
a. m. in the South Fulton Baptist
Church, with Rev. Hulen Allen
officiating. Interment will be in
Fairview Cemetery.
She is survived by two sisters,
Mrs. Kate Osthoff and Mrs. C. R.
Collins of Fulton and one brother,
Jerry Byrn of Uneden, Fla., also
several nieces and nephews.

Miss Ln Byrn
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SPECIAL NOTICE!

COLP WHOLESALE COMPANY
138 McDowell Street now offers to the retail bade less than wholesale prices on merchandise. All
merchandise in A-1 condition. Disposal sale on discontinued merchandise.—Terms CASH F 0 B Fulton
Warehouse—No Deliveries.
210 Lb. Mulehide Strip

SHINGLES

$5.75 Sq.

(Limited Colors)
235 Lb. Mulehide Strip

SHINGLES

$6.65 Sq.

90 Lb. Roll Slate

ROOFING

$2.68 Rl.

(100 Sq. Ft.)

LAMINATED CONSOWELD
For Cabinet & Counter Tops

.4 0 c Sq. Ft.
RECESSED MEDICINE CABINETS
Mirror Size 14" x 20" $3.95 Each
Asphalt 9 x 9 x 1/8"

FLOOR TILE

105 Lb. Roll Shake

SIDING

$3.10 Rl.

(100 Sq. Ft.)
15 Lb. Asphalt Felt (432 Sq. Ft.)
30 Lb. Asphalt Felt (216 Sq. Ft.)

$2.10 RL
$2.10 Rl.

Mulehide & Gold Bond

ASBESTOS SIDING $ 1 1.5 0 Sq.
(Variety of Colors)
Pre-hung Aluminum
(2/6 x 6/8

STORM DOORS

$ 1 6.50 Each

Standard Hardwood 4' x 8' x 1/8"

MASONITE

.5c Sq. Ft.

.07c Per Tile

Jess Aldrich, Route 2, Wingo,
died.at his home on March 3, following an extended illness. Funeral services were held in Mt.
Pleasant Church of Christ, with
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home,
of Dukedom, in charge. Bro. Billy
Clark officiated and burial was in
the church cemetery.
Surviving are Mr. Aldrich's
wife: a sister, Mrs. Etta Shelby of
Donithan, Mo., several nieces and
nephews.

Mrs. Jess Raines
Mrs. Jess Raines, of Dyer, Tenn.,
mother of Mrs. Jack Lowe of Fulton, died March 5 in the Gibson
County Hospital at Trenton.
Funeral services were held
March 6 in the Cumberland Presbyterian Church in Dyer, with
Rev. Styles officiating. Interment
was in Mount Olive Cemetery near
Dyer.

Vinyl - Asbestos 9 x 9 x 1/16"

FLOOR TILE

.08c Per Tile

Pure Vinyl 9 x 9 x .080 ga.

FLOOR TILE

.21c Per Tile

Elmer's All Purpose

WHITE GLUE
1 1/4 Oz. Squeeze Bottle
4 Oz. Squeeze Bottle
8 Oz. Squeeze Bottle

22c Each
45c Each
_ 75c Each

Limited Supply Amerock

CABINET HARDWARE
LIST PRICE LESS 40 & 10%

Gloss Finished

TILE PATTERN WALLBOARD
Bath & Kitchens .20 c Sq. Ft.

Jess Aldrich

MANY OTHER ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS
TO MENTION

J. M.Holly
James Monroe Holly, 80, of
Crutchfield, died in Hillview Hospital March 2, following a long
illness. Funeral services were held
March 4 in Horn-beak Funeral
Chapel, with Rev. Paul Wright
officiating, and interment was in
Rock Springs Cemetery.
Mr. Holly's wife preceded him
in death in 1951. He is survived
by three sons, Gargus Holly, Fulton; LaJeune Holly, Crutchfield,
and James Gartha Holly, Columbia, Mo., also two brothers and
nine grandchildren.

Mrs. Hanni9 Brady
Funeral
services were held
Sunday afternoon, March 3, at
Hornbeak Funeral Home for Mrs.
Nannie Rogers Brady, Route 2
Fulton, with Rev. W. 0. Beard,
pastor of the First Christian
Church in Fulton, officiating. Interment was in Pinegar Cemetery.
Mrs. Brady died in Hillview Hospital March 1.
She is survived by one brother,
Jesse Rogers, Detroit, Mich., and
otte sister, Mrs. Gertrude Brewer,
of Memphis.

• CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughn

More sunny days like last SunWord hes been received from
the bedside of Luney Murrell, of day would be most welcome, even
Akron, Ohio, that he is improving though farmers are in need of
and now able to sit up a portion rainfall, due to the very small
of the time. Mr. Murrell is a World amount of rain for the past several
War I veteran and has been abed months.
most of the winter months.
A very large crowd attended the
Mrs. J. Corbitt Rickman has re- Burke sale last Saturday, with
turned home from several days very satisfactory prices being paid
visit with her children, Mr. and for most of the unusually large
Mrs. Johnnie Rickman, in Mur- number of items being sold. This
fine farm is for sale also.
ray Ky,.
Paula Howard, a student of
Rev. James Holt filled his regular appointment at New Salem Martin High School, who has been
Baptist Church the past Sunday at a patient in the Baptist Hospital
11 a. m., where a large audience in Memphis, has been dismissed,
met him on time. Sunday School but advised by her doctor not to
is conducted at 10 a. na and mid- return to school for some time.
week prayer service is held on She is being visited by the County
Wednesday night. Everyone is in- Homebound teacher, Mrs. Reed,
vited to each servile.
so that she will not be behind
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter with her classwork when she is
and sons Mark and Steve, of able to return to school. She would
Mar-tin, were Sunday visitors of be glad to hear from her friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Durrell Terrell
parents M. and Mrs. Buton Laivisited Mrs. Mary Terrell and Mr.
ter.
Mrs. Sam Mathis is able to be and Mrs. Fred Kelly in Union
out again, after a siege of cold City Sunday. Mrs. Terrell and Mr.
and sore throat, requiring some Kelly are suffering with severe
attacks of flu.
medication.
Reuben Dalton has been advised
This writer reveals there are
numerous blackbirds and starlings by his doctor to stay out of school
now feasting at all feeding places, for a time, due to high blood presalong with many other species sure. The County Homebound
who have survived the long cold teacher is visiting him, so he can
continue his classwork.
winter.
Mrs. Ela Frieda and Mrs. HarMrs. Tee Pritchard, 90, passed
away last week at her home in vey Vaughan attended the very
Nashville after several days illness pleasant luncheon at the Gateway
of flu and pneumonia,. She is the last Friday. This luncheon was
half-sister of Mrs. Dave Mathis of planned by Mr. Critchlow, the
this village. Funeral services were new owner of the Martin Press,
held in Poplar Grove Baptist so the personnel and correspondChurch in Dyer, Tenn., at ten ents would have the opportunity
o'clock Thursday morning, with to meet; however, Mr. Critchlow
burial in the church cemetery. was unable to attend account beAmong those from here attending ing in Washington for a luncheon
the funeral were Mr. and Mrs. with the President. Everyone
Gaither Mathis, Sam Mathis, Mrs. agreed that it was a very pleasant
Dave Mathis, Mr. and Mrs. Basil occasion, even though all were
Mathis, Mr and Mrs.. Jimmy Blay- sorry the dates of the two luncheons conflicted.
lock.
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. James have
A few seconds the past Sunday,
many, along with your writer, ex- been shut in the past week with
perienced the earth tremors which severe attacks of the flu.
Mrs. Elnora Vaughan, who has
occurred during the worship hour
in many churches over the area. been visiting her sister Rebecca
in St. Louis since before Christmas, has returned home. She
IN A SWEAT
spent last week with the Simmons
The blackened mummy of a pre- family. Mrs. Vera Simmons has
historic Chilean copper miner still been in very poor health for sevexudes a strange "perspiration" at eral months.
New York's American Museum of
Natural History.
ALWAYS
Compton's Picture Encyclopedia
Countries that have the Russian
paints out that Kentucky was the
second state to lower the voting bear for neighbor are always
age from 21 to 18. Georgia was the afraid something new is bruin.
—Wall Street Journal.
first state to do so.

SOUTHERN STATES TOP QUALITY
SEEDS REALLY GROW... AND THEY
ARE PRICED FAIRLY, TOO!
AVAILABLE

FOR

IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY:

CLOVERS
GRASSES
LESPEDEZA
ALFALFA
SPRING OATS
NEW!FERTILIZER SPREADING SERVICE
available this spring. We will spread directly
on your fields. Call 399 now for further information.
COMPLETE LINE OF MIXED FERTILIZERS
MATERIALS IN STOCK

AND

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Phone 399

S. Fulton

201 Central Aye.
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YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCI

- LADIES! LADIES!

JUST ARRIVED
NEW SPRING STOCK
FAMOUS NAME BRAND

SHOES
SIZES 3 1-2 UP
Widths D to AAAA
WE CAN SAVE YOU UP TO
$15.00 PER PURCHASE
Girls, We Have A Large Selection of White Shoes
For EASTER and GRADUATION.
Open - 8 A. M. to 6 P. M. Mon. Thru.
8 A. M. to 8 P. M. Saturday

RAY'S SHOE OUTLET
Intersection Hickman and Lake Ms..
I Mile West of Union City
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CLASSIFIED ADS

TV ANTHINNAik We irttell —
Trado-repair and move. Get our
prices. We servile, all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.

FOR RENT: Floor sanding 'machine and electric floor nolisher
HOUSE FOR RENT — Four
and electric vacue-n ....r_aners. Ex- rooms, bath, hot and cold water,
change Furalture C
gas heat, electric or gas cooking.
Near store, post office and school
FOR SALE: The J. J. Crutch bus stop. $30.00 a month.
field farm of 297 acres, 2 1-2 miles
See or call Fletcher Williams
west of Greenfield and 9 miles Phone 1708-W Crutchfield,
Ky. .
from Kenton, located in District
22 of Weakley County on the Highland Cemetery Road. Approx. 250
acres tillable land with 53.2 acre
cotton base and 68.4 corn base.
Numerous buildings, 6 wells, 2
All tries of Insurance
ponds, TVA electricity, on school
bus route. Part cash and balance
over long term. Write or call Paul SAVE! GET our
Hudgins, Att'ny. American LegPACKAGE DEAL
ion Bldg. Union City, Tenn.
"Covering everything'
Phone 885-0641.
422 Lake It..

WALL PAPER—From 19c to 69c
per roll. Lowest prices, finest
quality, 500 patterns in stock. We
haul in our own trucks direct
from mill and pass on to you our
savings.
Mayfield

Paint &

Wallpaper

217 West Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.

Milton 4-H Club
Hears Camp Talk

7, 196:',

CERTAINLY!

It was a national figure, accepting a position with the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing, that is
supposed to have said, "Well, at
least it's one federal agency that's
making money."
Christian Science Monitor.

A Pennsylvania man has bee
hunting deer with a bow and a.
row instead of a rifle. "It's prot
ably a good deal easier on ti
deer."

Shop Your Local Stores

ATTEND THE TOURNAMENT:

—The Providence Journa

4111..iiiMMIMEMEMMEMMI0
I
2ND ANNUAL PERFORMANCE TESTED

ALL BREED BULL SALE
Friday, March 15
12:30 P. M. CST
West Kentucky Experiment Station
Princeton, Ky.
(Farm Located 2 Miles East on Hopkinsville Road
Sponsored by

Kentucky Cattlemen's Association
72— HEAD
31 — A.NGUS
21— HEREFORD
17— POT,LED HEREFORD
2 — POLLED SHORTHORN
1— SANTA GERTRUDIS
All bulls vaccinated for Lepto; Bangs & T. B. tested. 150 day
feed test results and Souoscope estimates of loin eye area will
be available on sale day.

FOR CATALOG WRITE:
NELSON GAY
Animal Science Dept.
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Ky.

City DragCa,, Fulton
No Belts — No Straps —

Anyway you say it!

Hospital beds
Baby beds

THE WHOLE WORLD
KNOWS
you go to

OK - PARISIAN

For The

WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103

for

NOTHING REPLACES CASH SAVINGS !

Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

Fulton, Ky.

THE BEST
Professional care for your
clothing and household articles.

FOR SALE:

HATS FUR CLEANING
COLD STORAGE

Registered Daroc
Male Hogs

OK - Parisian
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS, INC.
featuring miracle finish for
modern miracle fibers.
218 East St. Line, Fulton, Ky.

BEST
and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buyit at

Route 4
Clinton, Ky.
Phone OL 3-6937

NMRIM11111111111111111MMI

Fulton. Sy.

TAKE YOUR PICK!

FE

BOTH
NOW

100 PROOF

90 PROOF

11111111 MO MOTTLED CY KENMORE DISTILLERIES COMPANY, LOINVILLE-OWENS11010. cumart

Lb. 29c

RUMP ROAST

Bone In

Lb. 69c

Furniture Company

PORK ROAST ___ Boston Butts

Lb. 39c SLICED BACON Ends & Pieces 5 Lbs. 99c

TROUBLE?
We can't keep you out of it
but with one of our Low-Cost,
three payment plan
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side Immediately.
Our Minster Carrico His
Cheek Book!

Wick Smith Agency
U Hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights IN

Flowers and Hallmark Cords
for all meadow
Invitations, place cards, birth
announcements.
Gormes bridge amessertes and
playing cards.
RYTEX STATIONERY
Colored glassware, brass sad
gifts.
Arrangements of assorted
permanent flowers. —
SCOTT'S FLORAL SIIOPPE
Pho. 20-J Nita & Sun. 20-R or
1763.

$2.85 I $1.45,
PINT I /
1
2PINT
$45.75 Case of Fifths

STRAIGHT

Old Fashion

Lb. 89

4/5 QUART

BOND

BOLOGNA

SIRLOIN STEAK _ Swift Proten

4.55
GLENMO
R
SILVER LABEL
471 &
B D 6D OLD

BY THE PIECE

EXCHANGE

You'll Say they're delicious!

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

BIG—VALU — Not Only Brings You Quality
Variety — Courteous Service Every Day
Low — Low Prices — That Means Cash
Savings For You.

SWIFT PROTEN

J. T. Workman & Sons

:ral Ave.

Shoes
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/Guy Ed Phipps, popular basketball coach in Union City High
school for five years before he resigned last year to enter the business world, is returning to the
educational field to become new
principal of Union City High
school.
The Union City board of education also announced today that
Ray Wooten, acting principal, has
been elevated to head football
coach at the high school and has
been elected assistant principal.
He will succeed Bruce Burnham
as coach of the Golden Tornado
Mr. Burnham will remain at
trulton, Ky.
Phone 491 Union City High school in a teaching capacity.
The changes in the Union City
school were announced by Milton
HONORING KENTUCKY VISITORS TO JAPAN, the State
Hamilton, Jr., chairman of the
flag is shown being readied by a Japan Air Lines cabin crew for
When It's
school board, who expressed his
permanent display at Tokyo International Airport. The goodwill
pleasure at the return of Mr.
Real Estate in Fulton
gesture is in recognition of the increasing number of people from
Phipps, a man 'the board feels is
Kentucky visiting Japan each year. Purser Hiroyasu Yoshida is
see
the ideal person for the job." The
assisted by hostesses (left to right) Setsuko Kitazato, Kimike
vacancy as principal occurred the
Okuhara and Yoko Endo.
CHARLES W. BURROW first
of the year when John E.
309 Walnut
Miller, longtime UCHS principal,
Phone et
Tharp carried out the business.
resigned to accept an educational
"arm Loans
Stephen Alexander was elected
post with the state Dept. of Eduthe new treasurer. The lesson was
Conventionai Loans
cation.
on nutrition-planning breakfasts,
Mr. Phipps has served as coach
FHA Loans
using food models. Miss Wilson
—The very beet selection of real at South Fulton.
discussed 4-H camp with us.
The Milton 4-H Club met Tuesestate for sale at all times!
Forty-six were present. Recreaday at 1:00 o'clock, with the president, Joyce Lee, in charge. There tion was conducted by Janice
RUPTURE
was a short devotion. Roll was Alexander and Lee Ingram.
The New Sensational Inver'toe
called
and responded to by memSutherland's "MD" Tress
Reporters Lynda Alexander
bers paying dues and telling what
No Odors
they ate for breakfast. Joyce
Gloria Patton
WE RE:NT - - -

Support "Dollars For Scholars"

E
r-

AND

Guy PhippsIs
Back In School
At Union City -

onasammammin

GLADE

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hoping for a for,
mule like this—with extra potency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides Important Ilpotropes, as well u the more complete vitamin-mineral protectios
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY DUG CO.

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Round Steak
Ground Beef
Chuck Roast
Sliced Bacon

SWIFT
PROTEN
CENTER
CUT

Lb.
LEAN
FRESH
GROUND
100% BEEF

Lb.
BIG VALU
ECONOMY
BRAND
BLADE CU I

Lb.
SWIM
TOPPY

Lb.

19c
39c
39c
390

CRACKERS flavorkist lb. 290
Fruit Cocktail :lorsaiis 390
ICE MILK :Es
half gain ctns. UN

POLE BEANS Pis! 29c
Folger's Inst. Coffee 10 oz. jar 99c

408 Lake Phones 70-428

VC
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EDUCATION OFFICER!

COURT RULING—

Mrs. Nelle Lowe was elected recording secretary of the 1" -tucky
Council of the International Reading Association held in Murray
last Saturday. The meeting was attended by some 50 persons, repreThe following were patients in senting seven local Reading Counthe three Fulton Hospitals Wed- cils in Kentucky.
nesday:

NOTEBOOK—

110SPITLL

(Confirmed trvis lace ems)
Paul assisted me into the house.
Saturday morning I had it. Headache, body ache, temperature,
listlessness, intermittent moments
of thinking I was going to die and
fearful that I wouldn't. I took the
JONES HOSPITAL
cure. Plenty of liquids, bed rest
Alton
Barnes, Miss Bert Golden,
and them cotton-picking myacin
pills. They may be death on virus, Mrs. Alma McAllister, Tom Hale,
they're also deadly when it comes G. E. Allen, John Worley, Mrs. W.
L. Barber, Lee Rucker, of Fulton;
to creating delusions.
Mrs. John Howell, Route 1, FulSunday, when the family got ton; Herman Parks, Route 3, Fulback from church they came ip ton; John Shanklin, Palmersville;
the room to see me. Mary Jo kept Mrs. C. T. Farmer and Kinley
saying it was a beautiful day. Sud- Dickerson, Route 3, Martin; Mrs.
denly I started shaking. The bed 011ie Roberts and Mrs. Will
started shaking. The mirror start- French, Dukedom; F. E. Fuller,
ed rattling. This is it, I thought. Lynnville; Mrs. Max Scearce,
The Grim Reaper is making one Casey.
heckuva entrance to get me. Suddenly there was calm in the room
FULTON HOSPITAL
but furor in my head. I knew I
Mrs. Maude Willingham, R. B.
should have revised that will.
Allen, Earl Phillips, Mrs. Bill
Fossett, Clarence Pillow, Mrs. L.
It was not until Monday morn- E. Allen, Mrs. Joe Johnston, Lexie
ing that I realized that I was not Rice, Buford Sisson, James Meachin a coma. There really was shak- am, Mrs. Kate Wiggins, Fulton;
ing, and rattling in my bedroom. John Wilkerson, Mrs. Glenn CarThank the Lord that I can still ver, Leslie Cheatham, Mrs. James
read. It was a real earthquake. I Cheatham, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs.
ain't Well yet, but if the creeks Lottie Wilds, Mrs. Irby Holder,
don't rise, you might just have me Route 3, Fulton; J. W. Lacey,
around for a while.
Route 4, Fulton; A. J. Stewart,
Mrs. J. L. Carter, Water Valley;
Mrs. E. W. McMorris, Glenda McDR. HUNTER—
Morris, Route 1, Water Valley;
Guy Yates, Mrs. Bob Robey, Route
(Continued /rent rage rite)
2. Water Valley; Mr. and Mrs.
officers for 1963-64 who were Earl Roberts, Miss Georgia Humelected. Recording Secretary, Mrs. phries, Clinton; Mr. and Mrs. CalCharles Pawlukiewicz; Second vin Evans, Union City; J. S. MulVice-president, Mrs. W. C. Jacob; lins, Mrs. Will Bushart, Wingo;
Fourth Vice-president, Mrs. J. E. Felix Vaughan, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Gore, Route 1, Wingo; Fred Dyer,
Fall.
Casey;
Thomas Wilson, Dresden;
Announcement Was made by
Mrs. R. 0. Brown of the Ways and Mrs. Louis Hornsby, Hickman.
Means Committee that a "Tasters'
HILLVTEVV HOSPITAL
Tea" would be held May 3. Also
that a Fall hat sale would be held
Miss Judy
McIlwain, Billy
in August.
Nelms, Mrs. Wanda Zickefoose, M.
Mrs. J. C. Hancock announced A. Atkinson, D. C. West, Mrs.
that a Seminar would be held at Loyd Henderson, Mrs. Sally BradMurray State College on March 21 ley, Mrs. Raymond Warren, Mrs.
and 21, The seminar is open to Garvis Holly, Fulton; Mrs. Eumembers of homemakers clubs, gene Moody, South Fulton; Mrs.
PTA or any women's organiza- Bill Melton, Dukedom; Raymond
tions. Reservations for luncheon, Jones, Hickman; Mrs. Barney
which will be $1.50 each day, Tart, Mrs. Gardner Damron and
should be made with Mrs. Hancock baby, Martin; J. R. Satterfield,
Water Valley; Mr. and Mrs. Wilnot later than March 16.
liam Braggs, Clinton; Mrs. Virgil
The tea table was most attracYates, Wingo.
tive with a green tablecloth overlaid with lace. The centerpiece of
PERFECT
yellow daffodils flanked by crysA perfect wife is one whose favtal holders with yellow candles
lent a spring atmosphere as did the orite TV program is your own.
—Rochester Times-Union.
silver bowl of yellow snapdragons
at the speaker's table and the large
CASUALITIES
yellow chrysanthemum plant at
"Man who never saw a motor
the front of the room. Individual
iced cakes, mints and coffee were car," runs a news item. Hospitals,
served. Mrs. Mitchell and Mrs. of course, are full of these.
—Punch.
Cardwell, chairman of the host
department, presided at the silver
service. Hostesses were Mrs. Arch
Huddleston, chairman, Mrs. Joe
Mac Reed, Mrs. Brown Thacker,
Mrs. 0. C. Linton, Mrs. Van Latta,
Mrs. D. J. Murchison and Mrs.
Ben Davis.
Guests were Mrs. Kermit Hunter, wife of the speaker, Mrs. Fred
Stokes, Jr., Hickman, Mrs. Perry
Capelle, New Orleans, La., Mrs.
W. G. Eldred, Pittsburgh, Pa., Mrs.
OPEN 7: PM PHONE 12
Bryan Kearby, Crutchfield, Mrs.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Clarence Reed, Mr. Win Whitnel,
The Story Of The Cities
Mr. Joe Trees and Mr. W. L.
That Committed The Sin
Roper.
Of Sins—And Involked
The Rage pf Heaven
And The Wrath Of God!
RICE—
"SODOM AND GOMORRAH"
Continued From Page One
In—TECHNICOLOR!
replacing Guy Earle, now employStarring: Stewart Granged as a policeman.
er—Pier Angeli
No deadline was extended- for
Starts SUNDAY!
purchase of City auto stickers, alCharlton Heston, Yvette
though no "late" penalty is assessMimieux—In
ed. Failure to have the sticker now
"DIAMOND HEAD"
may result in a fine and cost.
The GIANT Story Of
All outstanding bridge notes
Modern HAWAII!
were paid in full, and the probaIn EASTMANCOLOR!
bility exists that city auto stickers
for next year (1964) will be reduced to $5.

SUPER RIGHT SMOKED

14 to 18 Lb.
Whole or Half
PORK SALE

BOSTON BUTTS

•

Under the rules cnanges the
jobs of 40,000 firemen who work
on diesel locomotives and 25,000
train and yard workers would be
lopped off.
The five brotherhoods represent
210,000-on train employes on 195
railroads.

(Cut-Up Split
or Quartered
)

35c Lb.
wasambamme.

Whole
Lb.

lb,31'

yi.ftlynnyonnyy.

20-Oz
590
(4S
Lb,c)

LGfr.Sa.dDe...A,Inspected

91/2-0z.
Can

s
‘1:ifyikoiReooarsit
Half

Lb.
Box

CcIP'n John

Bars

U. S. NO. 1

99c)Haddock

(2-lb.

Lb. 350

Lb.
Pkg.

CRISP-FRESH FLORIDA

RED

::

1-Lb.
Ox.
Box
Giant
8-Lb. 211--Ox.
Box
1-Lb.
Detergent
7-0z.
Box

Detergent

Detergent

24 Size 19C
Stalk
Lb.
Bag

Pkgs
of 400

Tissue

Fresh
Tender

Napkins

4 Pack
Saltines

12 Ct.
Cox

61/2-Oz.
Cans
1-Lb.
Cans

SultanaKernel Golden
Whole

1
. 11740,71..ili&AIMF/ZIWiffeM7

Jane
Parker

BISCUITS
Cons
of 10

Wisconsin
Aged Cheddar

Ts

LUX
LIQUID

(20c Off)

WHITE CLOUD
TISSUE

Save
6 )Lb

4ig.Wiki?1

DETERGENT

Atitatitalea

390

RAN wRAP2:
R, o .t 32,

ALL

Try Pillsbury's Other Rolls
and Cookies in our Dairy Case

BREEZE
DETERGENT

69

DETERGENT

9-Lb.
13-0z
Box

2-Lb.
luC 6-Oz.
Off Box

ik )22-oz.550

Off

Bat-

•':7"
Light Solid

2 69,

Pack

7-0z.

Breast 0Chicken Tuna
Meddoland
Maxwell House
COFFEE
Freestone
PEACHES
4 21-2 Cans99c

Assorted Colors

Rolls

(S
ir)Ea

Cans

27c

(VACUUM PACK)

ASk FO

2

HEAVEN Hft
GREEN LABEL

Lb.
Can

We Join In Celebrating Ky. Weights and Measures Week of March 4-9
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, 1NC.

Super

arkets

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE 1859

1VV44#44441M,fr
mow.
'NAVIN Hill DISTILLERIES, INC.
und Hot li..1 by

H.

,

V.,

Hy,tt tri /4.11 btsb11;riry
Irb

Log Cabin

I

Syrup

I Lemon Juice I

12-02,. ,41,0 24-0z. riipic
Bot .71A, sot. U

Real[smo

1-Pt
Can

39°

I

Northern Luncheon

I

Good Ludt

Napkins

I

Margarine

2 P.'. 38$ (

I

Dole

I Pineapple Juice

)4'99° 3 1.',..'89° '
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straight st
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before the

1-Lb.
Box
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J

PERFECT STRIKE

•

Bunches

Pkgs.
of 50

•

/to,",/,/,41,/7eiwoofi

In gen
meeting
1). R
reve
be r
sour
2). Re
occu
ably
MOT
niigi

C

49c • Cornish Hens
Lucky Whip
Comet RiceL.::°. 2 49c Fresh Boston Butts
2 89e
Northern Tissue 4 38c Fish Portions
Lux Soap
4 41;
Potatoes
Pascal Celery
Blue Cheer
32;
Dash
78; 20 tcli) 69
Premium Duz
55/ Apples z:nruarppose
4 59
2 53; Crean Onione (or Radishes) 4 19(
Kleenex
2 49
Kleenex
( Aristocrat Crackers
19g
Kotex Fzikninn:
43c Chunk Tuna
4 95c
SALMON. . • Lb.Can 55c Corn
2 250
PILLSBURY or BALLARD
Raisin Pie
Sharp Cheese
59c
Topping

A
nessm(
Month
sions ii
ordina
in setti

FRYERS

5

Lb

could lead to a "national transportation paralysis."

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED—TOP QUALITY

HAMS

F

FULTON

Conthuted Ikon Page One
railroads. Such • strike could
spark a major rail labor crisis.
One possible reaction in the
dispute is the appointment of an
emergency board by the President. Such a move by President
Kennedy, under terms of the

Railway Labor Act, would post- compensation that was not compone both rule change and strike mensurate with the value of serfor 80 days, possibly longer.
vices rendered, and the cost of
owning and maintaining equipWednesday's opinion said evi- ment and facilities" for superdence indicated the carriers In fluous jobs.
1981 paid $592,082,000 in costs
The court observed that the
and wages "for unneeded empublic interest was involved. The
ployes occupying redundant posi- judges also criticized
the unions
tions pay for time not worked, for threatening a walkout which

1
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